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Eco-VTF: Fuel-Efficient Vessel Train Formations for All-Electric
Autonomous Ships

Linying Chen, Ali Haseltalab, Vittorio Garofano and Rudy R. Negenborn

Abstract— In this paper, a distributed control approach is
proposed to enable fuel-efficient Vessel Train Formations (VTF)
in inland waterways and port areas for addressing the efficiency
and environmental issues of transport over water. For path
tracking, collision avoidance, and consensus over the VTF
speed a distributed Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm
is adopted which uses the Alternating Direction Method of
Multipliers (ADMM) to guarantee path following and consensus
between vessels. The all-electric Direct Current (DC) configura-
tion is considered for the Power and Propulsion Systems (PPS)
of the autonomous vessels under study. Considering their PPS
specification, the vessels negotiate with each other to agree on
the most efficient speed for all the vessels in the VTF. Simulation
results suggest that a significant amount of fuel saving can be
obtained by using the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous shipping has been studied extensively in
academia and industry in the last few years. It is believed
that the adoption of autonomous ships for different transport
purposes can lead to significant benefits ranging from capital
cost to safety issues. There has been a significant investment
by the states and industry to enable autonomous shipping for
inland and seagoing vessels. However, there are numerous
challenges on the way of having a fully autonomous ship,
such as maneuvering control, interaction management with
the surrounding environment, efficiency and fault-detection
and isolation issues [1], [2], [3].

The problem of maneuvering and trajectory tracking con-
trol has been studied more than the others by the scientific
community as several approaches have been introduced to
increase the robustness and decrease the error of trajec-
tory tracking in the presence of environmental disturbances.
Adaptive schemes are introduced in [4], [5], [6] where
uncertainty within the model and environmental disturbances
are handled using neural networks, fuzzy logic and model
reconfiguration. The adoption of model-based approaches
such as Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithms are
investigated in [7], [8] where the results suggest a remarkable
decrease in the trajectory following error.

Increasing the fuel efficiency of vessels is a critical issue
in the domain of transport over water. Several international
organizations and authorities, including International Mar-
itime Organization (IMO), are imposing different constraints
on CO2 and NOx emissions produced by vessels to de-
crease the adverse ecological effects of inland and seagoing
transport. The problem of fuel consumption and efficiency
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is being addressed from several perspectives ranging from
designing efficient power and propulsion systems [2], [9] to
fuel-efficient on-board energy management approaches [1],
[10], [11]. One of the futuristic and favorable power and
propulsion configurations is the all-electric Direct Current
(DC) configuration where the loads are fed through a DC
grid. Among several advantages of DC power and propulsion
systems optimal engine loading, variable diesel engine speed
and fuel efficiency can be numerated which makes it suitable
for ships with different operational profiles [2], [12].

Recently, researchers have started investigating the possi-
bility and efficiency of moving the autonomous vessels in
formation, inspired by similar works in robotics and vehicu-
lar technology domains. In [13], the problem of collision
avoidance is addressed using distributed model predictive
control techniques. A robust distributed control technique is
adopted in [14] so that individual vessels can handle additive
disturbances and avoid collision. Enabling the Vessel Train
Formation (VTF) of vessels is investigated in [15] where a
distributed control scheme is used for simultaneous grouping
and collision avoidance of vehicles.

To the best of our knowledge, for the first time in the
literature, the problems of trajectory tracking, cooperative
control of autonomous vessels and fuel efficiency are brought
together in this paper where the objective is to enable
fuel efficient VTF to not only address the ever increasing
cargo capacity demands in inland waterways and port ar-
eas but also to tackle the fuel consumption and emissions
problems. In this regard, after presenting a dynamical ma-
neuvering model for an individual vessel and representing
the futuristic all-electric DC power and propulsion systems,
a cooperative approach is proposed to enable Ecological
Vessel Train Formation (Eco-VTF). The approach is based
on distributed MPC which guarantees trajectory tracking
and consensus over VTF velocity between multiple vessels.
In this framework, the vessels negotiate over the speed of
the VTF by considering their efficient area in the Specific
Fuel Consumption (SFC) curve of their diesel engine and
maximum deliverable power by the on-board energy storage
that is charged on-shore. The Alternating Direction Method
of Multipliers (ADMM) is adopted for solving the consensus
problem iteratively. The simulation results indicate that a
significant amount of fuel saving can be achieved if the
proposed Eco-VTF approach is adopted.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the ship maneuvering model and the on-board
power and propulsion system are discussed. In Section 3,
the Eco-VTF approach is formulated and presented. The
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simulation experiment results are presented in Section 4.
In Section 5, concluding remarks are given and the future
research directions are discussed.

II. DYNAMIC MODEL

A. 3 DOF dynamic model of an ASV

In this paper, we consider n heterogeneous Autonomous
Surface Vessels (ASVs). Their dynamics are described with
the 3 DOF model proposed in [16], with varying parameter
values:

η̇i = R(ψi)νi (1)
Miν̇i = −Ci(νi)νi −Diνi + τi, (2)

where R(ψi) is a rotation matrix,

R(ψi) =

cos(ψi) − sin(ψi) 0
sin(ψi) cos(ψi) 0

0 0 1

 ,
ηi = [xi, yi, ψi]

T are coordinates xi, yi, and heading angle ψi
in the North-East-Down coordinate system; νi = [ui, vi, ri]

T

are surge and sway velocities ui, vi, and yaw rate ri in Body-
fixed reference frame; τi = [τui

, τvi , τri ]
T are forces τui

, τvi ,
and moment τri in Body-fixed reference frame. Mi is the
system inertia matrix, including rigid-body and added mass
matrices, Ci is the Coriolis-centripetal matrix, including
rigid-body and added mass Coriolis-centripetal matrices, Di

is the damping force. In this paper, we consider a linear
damping force.

With xi =
[
ηi

T νi
T
]T

and τi the system state and input,
respectively, the dynamic model (1)-(2) can be expressed as

ẋi = fi (xi, τi)

=

[
03×3 Ri(ψi)

03×3 Mi
−1 (−Ci(νi)−Di)

]
xi +

[
03×3

Mi
−1

]
τi. (3)

1) Successively linearized model: MPC has been popular
in practical applications since its very early days [17]. For
waterborne transport, MPC has been applied to control
the motion of the vessels, such as, path following [7],
heading control [18], and collision avoidance [19]. Besides,
distributed MPC has been used for cooperative control of
networked vehicles [20]. Therefore, we consider MPC as a
suitable approach for the control of multiple vessels.

The dynamics described in (3) are, however, highly non-
linear. If this nonlinear model is directly used to design the
MPC controller, the MPC online predictions and optimiza-
tions would be too time-consuming for real-time control.
Therefore, the successively linearized model presented in [7]
is adopted in this paper. The dynamic model (3) is discretized
with a sample time Ts:

xi(k + 1| k) = xi(k) +

∫ (k+1)Ts

kTs

fi (xi(k), τi(k))dt. (4)

At each time step, the controller calculates a sequence of
control inputs for the whole predict horizon and only the first
control sample will be implemented. In the next step, as a
start point, the control sequence is shifted one sample with

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the considered all-electric DC PPS.

a extensive of zeros at the end. Using this extended control
sequence as seed input ue (k| k), we can obtain the seed
state xe(k + 1| k) with (3). By applying Taylor’s theorem
and neglecting the higher order terms than the first order,
we can obtain the discrete linearized model:

x(k + 1| k) =xe(k + 1| k) +Ad (k| k) (x (k| k)− xe (k| k))

+Bd (k| k) (u (k| k)− ue (k| k)) , (5)

where Ad and Bd are corresponding discrete Jacobian ma-
trices.

B. Power and Propulsion System

In this paper, the focus is on all-electric Power and
Propulsion Systems (PPS) where the relationship between the
diesel engine and propellers is established by a microgrid.
A DC microgrid configuration is considered for the PPS
where the generated power is distributed between energy
consumers, i.e., propellers, hotel load, etc. through a DC-link.
In Figure 1, a schematic view of the DC PPS is presented.

In this part, a relationship is established between the
generated torque and thrust by the thrusters and the fuel
efficiency which is used by the distributed MPC algorithm
for Eco-VTF. The relationship between the vector of applied
forces in the body-fixed frame and the generated thrust by
propellers in an individual vessel is formed as:

τi = Γ3×m

 Tp1(n1)
...

Tpm
(nm)

 , (6)

where Tp1
, . . . , Tpm

are actuators dynamics, n1, . . . , nm
are actuators shaft speeds, m is the number of actuators, and
Γ is the thrust configuration matrix defined as:

Γ =
[
γ1 ... γm

]
, (7)

with t1, t2, ..., tm column vectors for standard actuators. If
the actuator is a propeller, then, γi =

[
1, 0,−ly

]T
, if the

actuator is a stern or bow thruster, then, γi =
[
0, 1, lx

]T
,

where ly and lx are actuator positions in the ASV reference
frame (Figure 2). Since, generally, Γ is not a square matrix
the solution to the problem of unconstrained thrust allocation
to non-rotatable actuators can be found using the pseudo-
inverse of T :

τaci = ΓT(ΓΓ−1)−1τs. (8)



Fig. 2. An ASV with two propellers (F1 and F2), one stern thruster (F3)
and a bow thruster (F4).

The relationship between the shaft speed and propeller
torque and thrust is established using the following equations
[21]:

Tp = KTρD
4|np|np (9)

Qp = KQρD
5|np|np, (10)

where D is the propeller diameter and ρ is the water density.
Parameters KT and KQ are thrust and torque coefficients
which are functions of propeller structure and advance ratio.
Using the above equations the produced power a propeller
can be calculated as:

Pp = 2πQpnp = 2πKQρD
5n3p. (11)

Using the efficiency curve of the induction motors, the
overall absorbed power by the propulsive loads can be
estimated [1]. This efficiency is normally between 70% to
95% depending on the loading condition. In the context of
this paper, a constant coefficient is chosen to represent the
efficiency of the induction motor since for lading conditions
above 20% of full load, the efficiency converges to a constant
number [2]. As a result, the overall load power at the DC-link
for vessel i is:

Pdi =
Pp1

αp1

+
Pp2

αp2

+ ...+
Ppm

αpm

(12)

where αp1
, ..., αpm

are efficiency coefficients of the on-board
induction motors.

The fuel efficiency of a diesel engine with regard to
the produced power is presented using the Specific Fuel
Consumption (SFC) curve of the engine that is: The SFC
curve function of a diesel engine can be shown by the below
equation:

SFC(Pen) =
a

Pen
+ bPen + c (13)

where Pen is the delivered mechanical power and a, b and c
are parameters dependent on the diesel engine specifications.
The SFC curves of two diesel engines that are used in this
paper are shown in Figure 3. The figure indicates that under
low power loading the diesel engine is inefficient while as the
load increases the efficiency increases and in high loading
conditions it decreases. During low power demand periods,
the battery can be used although it is not a concrete solution
for the efficiency issue due to limited capacity and relatively
lower power delivery compared to diesel engines.
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Fig. 3. SFC curve of two diesel engines with different power ratings.

The electrical losses in energy generation side of the
power network are included in the problem by a constant
coefficient, i.e., PDGR = αDGRPen where 0 < αDGR < 1
and depends on the specifications of the generator-rectifier
set. PDGR is the generated power by the diesel-generator-
rectifier set. The same approach is also considered for the
set of battery-converter. As a result, PBC = αBCPB where
0 < αBC < 1. Since, the efficient region in the SFC curve is
a wide area, this approximation does not affect the optimality
of the process, significantly. Then, for power availability in
vessel i,

Pdi
= αBCi

PBi
+ αDGRi

Peni
. (14)

The objective in this paper is to guarantee the maximal fuel
efficiency for the platoon by maximizing the efficiency in in-
dividual vessels. This maximum efficiency obtained through
negotiations between vessel and eventually a consensus on
the platoon speed. In the next section, a distributed control
algorithm is presented to guarantee efficiency in VTFs.

III. VESSEL TRAIN FORMATION

A. Formulation of the VTF problem based on speed consen-
sus

Vessels usually have predetermined origins, destinations
and paths. To sailing in groups, the speed of the vessels
becomes consensus. At the same time, vessels should avoid
collision with nearby vessels. Thus, in the VTF problem, the
following three rules are applied:
• Trajectory following: attempt to follow the predeter-

mined paths;
• Speed consensus: attempt to keep the same speed with

nearby vessels;
• Collision avoidance: avoid collisions with nearby ves-

sels.
According to the three rules, the objective of a single

vessel in a vessel train can be described as

Ji (τi(k)) =

Hp∑
l=1

∑
j∈Ni

(α‖ηi(k + l |k )− wi(k + l)‖2

+ β‖ηi(k + l |k )− ϑNi
(k + l |k )‖2

+γ‖τi(k + l − 1 |k )‖2) . (15)



The three parts in the equation represent trajectory following,
speed consensus and control efforts, respectively: α, β and
γ are the weights; Ni is the set of neighbors of vessel
i, Ni =

{
j ∈ V : ‖pj − pi‖2 6 Υi

}
, pi is the position of

vessel i, pi = [xi, yi]
T; Hp is the prediction horizon; l is

the lth time step in the prediction horizon; ηi(k + l |k ) is
the prediction made at k about the position and heading
of vessel i at k + l; wi(k + l) is the reference at k + l,
including trajectory and heading; ϑNi

(k + l |k ) = [p̄i(k +
l |k ), ψ̄i(k + l |k )] is the speed consensus state (position
p̄i(k + l |k ) and heading ψ̄i(k + l |k )) at k + l calculated
according to the average speed of neighbors of vessel i
at k. The speed consensus position p̄i is calculated with a
double integrator dynamics, p̄i(k + l |k ) = pi(k) + lv̄i(k).
v̄i(k) is the consensus velocity, with a magnitude equals
to the desired consensus speed and direction to new way-

point, ‖v̄i(k)‖2 =

(
v̂i(k)+

Hp∑
l=1

∑
j∈Ni

‖[uj(k+l|k ),vj(k+l|k )]T‖
2

)
NNi

+1 ,
v̂i(k) is the planned speed of i, NNi

is the number of neigh-
bors. The speed consensus heading is determined according
to p̄i, and the changes between heading should be within the
range[-π, π]; τi(k) indicates control input over the prediction
horizon.

Therefore, the optimization problem that each ASV in a
vessel train needs to solve is as follows:

Problem A :
min Ji (τi(k))

s.t. ∀i ∈ V,∀j ∈ Ni,∀l ∈ Hp :

νi,min 6 νi(k + l |k ) 6 νi,max (16)
τi,min 6 τi(k + l |k ) 6 τi,max (17)
dij|i (k + l |k ) > dij,safe (18)
pi ∈ Ξ (19)
Dynamics described by (5),

where νi,min, νi,max and τi,min, τi,max are the con-
straints on states and control inputs; dij|i (k + l |k ) =∥∥pi(k + l |k )− pj|i (k + l |k )

∥∥
∞; pj|i is the position of j

that i received; dij,safe is safety distance between vessel i
and j; Ξ indicates navigable waters.

In this cooperation problem, each vessel controller (VC)
makes decisions based on the information provided by other
controllers. Therefore, an agreement is achieved when the
actions each controller want to take reach a consensus with
the information it broadcasts.

The interconnecting variables that link the control prob-
lems of different vessels are the predicted trajectories of
the ASVs. Thus the information being exchanged, ZXs

a

consists of the predicted trajectories determined with the
control inputs the vessels calculated in each iteration and
the nonlinear dynamic model (3).

The Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
is one of the widely applied methods to solve consensus
problems iteratively [22]. The algorithm firstly forms the
augmented Lagrangian of Problem A . Then, the primal

variables and the dual variable are updated to make the
control variables and the broadcast variables converge. To
sum up, the VTF control of vessels in a vessel train VT ι
consists of the following steps at each time step k:

Step 1: VC i ∈ VT ι determines the control input τsi (k)
by solving the Augmented Lagrange form of Prob-
lem A with psj|i =

[
I2×2 02×4

]
ZXs

i (k):

τsi (k) =arg min
τi(k)

(Ji (τi(k))

+ (λs−1i )
T (
τi(k)− zs−1i (k)

)
+ ρi/2

∥∥τi(k)− zs−1i (k)
∥∥2
2
).

If solution do not exist, τsi (k) = τs−1i (k)
Step 2: VC i updates the global variable zsi (k), Lagrange

multipliers λsi (k), primal residual Rspri,i and dual
residual Rsdual,i:
zsi := ϕiτ

s
i + (1− ϕi) zs−1i + λs−1i /ρi;

λsi := λs−1i + ρi (τi − zsi ) ;
Rspri,i := τsi − zsi ;
Rsdual,i := zsi − z

s−1
i ;

εspri,i :=
√
Nnuε

abs + εrel max
{
‖usi‖2, ‖zsi ‖2

}
;

εsdual,i :=
√
Nnuε

abs + εrel‖λsi‖2;
Step 3: VC i updates interconnecting variable ZXs

i (k) ac-
cording to (3), and send it to other VCs;

Step 4: The next VC j repeats Step 1-3 until all the VCs
finish computation;

Step 5: Each VC moves on to the next iteration s + 1 and
repeat Step 1-4 until the following stopping criteria
is met ∀i ∈ VT ι:∥∥Rspri,i∥∥2 6 εspri,i and

∥∥Rsdual,i∥∥2 6 εsdual,i, (20)

The sequence of VCs to carry out computation can be
different, such as in order, in reverse, iterative or random.
Details about the VTF problem are addressed in [15].

B. Eco-VTF

In a vessel train, there can be several vessels with different
specifications that ranged from vessel size and shape to
power ratings. As a result, their suitable operating profiles
might differ. One of the primary objectives in this paper is to
enable fuel efficient VTF that is maneuvering of autonomous
ships in a train formation with the most efficient speed for the
overall vessels. Therefore, the proposed approach, Eco-VTF,
leads to a consensus on a speed for the platoon that is optimal
for all the vessels subject to their operational objectives and
efficiency specification of their PPS.

According to Section II-B, power is a function of the
control force and moment:

Pi(k) = h(x(k), τi(k)). (21)

To guarantee the fuel efficiency, the power should be
within the efficient region in the SFC curve. Therefore, in
the Eco-VTF problem, the optimization problem that each



Fig. 4. Simulation area and waypoints.

TABLE I
WAYPOINTS OF EACH ASV

ASV 1 ASV 2 ASV 2 ASV 4 ASV 5
(km) X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y

Oi 7.12 2.84 6.7 4.34 10.04 4.54 6.32 5.52 4.98 7.76
Wi1 7.34 3.06 7.1 4.3 9.54 4.88 8.6 6 8.6 6
Wi2 8.96 3.72 9.22 4.68 9.4 5.34 9.6 6.08 9.6 6.08
CW1 9.8 6.82 9.8 6.82 9.8 6.82 9.8 6.82 9.8 6.82
CW2 10.34 7.06 10.34 7.06 10.34 7.06 10.34 7.06 10.34 7.06
CW3 12 6.6 12 6.6 12 6.6 12 6.6 12 6.6
CW4 12.14 7.2 12.14 7.2 12.14 7.2 12.14 7.2 12.14 7.2
Di 17 3.3 17 3.2 17 3.2 17 3.2 17 3.2

vessel needs to solve (in Step 1) is:

min Ji (τi(k)) =

Hp∑
l=1

∑
j∈Ni

(α‖ηi(k + l |k )− wi(k + l)‖2

+β‖ηi(k + l |k )− ϑNi(k + l |k )‖2
+γ‖|τi(k + l − 1 |k )| − δi(k + l − 1 |k )‖2) ,

(22)

s.t. τeffi,low 6 δi(k + l − 1 |k ) 6 τeffi,up, ∀l ∈ Hp, (23)

constraints in Problem A .

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, a simulation of a vessel train consisting of
5 vessels navigating from the different terminals in the Port
of Rotterdam to inland waterways is presented. The experi-
ments are carried out with Matlab 2016a. The optimization
problems of the controllers are solved by ILOG CPLEX
Optimization Studio (Version 12.6.3). The experiments are
run on a PC with a dual-core 3.2GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-3470U CPU and 8GB of RAM.

A. Set up

The simulation area is shown in Figure 4. Five ASVs
start from different terminal (O1, . . . ,O5), and they navigate
together through the inland waterways. The vessels have
reference paths indicated by waypoints. The position of the
origins, waypoints and the destination are listed in Table I.
Vessels start to form the vessel train when they arrive at Wi2.
The start time of each ASV is different, ASV 1-5 set off in
time step 1, 35, 180, 1, 95, respectively.

TABLE II
ASVS IN SIMULATION

ASV 1 ASV 2 ASV 3 ASV 4 ASV 5

Dynamic modela I II I II I
Planned
Speed (m/s)

Model 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.7
Reality 3.2863 2.7386 1.6432 2.1909 3.8341

di,safe (m)b
Model 0.25 0.6 0.25 0.6 0.25
Reality 1.3693 3.2863 1.3693 3.2863 1.3693

Max power
(kw)

DC 2040 1200 1800 1760 2720
Battery 20% DC

Efficiency
Power

Lower 50% 70% 75% 70% 50%
Upper 85% 90% 95% 90% 85%

Efficiency
Force (N)

Lower 0.6751 1.0792 0.7613 1.3932 0.8178
Upper 0.8846 1.2337 0.8647 1.5926 1.0717

a I: Delfia 1*; II: CyberShip;
b When two ASVs encountered, the safety distance between ASV i and
ASV j is dij,safe =

(
di,safe + dj,safe

)
/2.

The five ASVs have different dynamics and engine set-
tings. Two model vessels are used in the simulation exper-
iments, Delfia 1* and CyberShip 2. Delfia 1* is an ASV
prototype developed by TU Delft. Its shape is designed to
make maneuvering applications in crowded environments
easier than actual solutions allowing at the same time the
possibility to cooperate with multiple ASVs. CyberShip 2
is a scale replica of a supply ship [23]. To simplified the
model, we assume that each ASV has a propeller at the bow
which provide surge force, and a bow thruster which provides
yaw moment. The models are scaled-up according to Froude
scaling law with a scaling factor 1 : 30. According to the
scaling law, the multiplication factors for length, force, mo-
ment and time are 30, 303, 304, and

√
30, respectively. Detail

settings of each ASV are shown in Table II. The limitations
of velocity and force/moment for the 5 ASVs are τmax =
[2, 0, 1.5]

T, τmax = −τmax, νmax = [0.7, 0.7, 20π/180]
T,

νmin = [0,−0.7,−20π/180]
T.

Each ASV is controlled by an MPC controller, with

α =

5 0 0
0 5 0
0 0 50

, β = 2α, γ = 2, Hp = 10, and εabs =

εrel = 10−3.

B. Simulation results

Fig. 5-8 show the results of simulations using VTF and
Eco-VTF algorithms. Fig. 5 shows the trajectories of ASVs.
Vessels have the similar trajectories in the experiments using
Eco-VTF and VTF. Fig. 6 provides the linear and angular
velocities and forces and moments of the ASVs in the
simulation. Due to the speed consensus rule, the velocities
of the ASVs become similar using both VTF and Eco-VTF.
As each ASVs have its own preferred planned speed, there
are differences in speed among the ASVs. In the experiment
using VTF algorithm, the consensus speed is higher than
the speed when ASVs using Eco-VTF. Moreover, vessels
using VTF changes their velocity more frequently, which
also lead to higher fuel consumption rate (Fig. 7) and total
fuel consumption (Fig. 8). ASVs using Eco-VTF have lower



Fig. 5. Trajectories of the ASVs in simulation using Eco-VTF.

VTF Eco-VTF

Fig. 6. Comparison of ν and τ of ASVs using VTF and Eco-VTF.



TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS

ASV 1 ASV 2 ASV 3 ASV 4 ASV 5

V
T

F

Average
Speed (m/s)

0.44 0.39 0.33 0.37 0.44

Average FCR
(g/s)

163.53 14.12 89.61 16.91 143.68

Fuel ×105(g) 9.74 0.94 6.59 1.12 9.55

E
co

-V
T

F Average
Speed (m/s)

0.32 0.37 0.30 0.34 0.36

Average FCR
(g/s)

92.17 11.48 75.40 15.15 98.25

Fuel ×105(g) 7.41 0.82 5.95 1.07 7.89

D
iff

er
en

ce
a Average

Speed (m/s)
-0.11 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.08

Average FCR
(g/s)

-71.36 -2.63 -14.22 -1.76 -45.44

Fuel ×105(g) -2.34 -0.12 -0.65 -0.05 -1.66
FCR improvement -43.6% -18.7% -15.9% -10.4% -31.6%
Fuel improvement -24.0% -12.5% -9.8% -4.2% -17.4%

a Difference=Eco-VTF – VTF; b Improvement=Difference/VTF.

speed, and thus, longer total travel time. However, Eco-
VTF helps a lot in reducing the fuel consumption. Table III
provides the comparison of average speed, average FCR
and total fuel consumption of the experiments using VTF
and Eco-VTF. A significant amount of fuel saving can be
obtained by using Eco-VTF, especially for the ASVs with
higher maximum engine power, such as ASV 1 and ASV 5.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, the problem of enabling fuel efficient vessel
train formation has been investigated where a distributed
control approach is presented for path following, collision
avoidance and speed consensus among the vessels. Simula-
tion experiments are carried out in the port of Rotterdam wa-
terways with replica model DC electric autonomous vessels.
The results suggest that by adopting the proposed Eco-VTF
approach, a significant amount of efficiency and reduced
emissions can be obtained.

The future research in this framework consists of extend-
ing the results to the whole port to study the amount of
fuel saving and emission reduction if a considerable share of
voyages in the port area are carried out using the proposed
strategy.
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Fig. 7. Fuel consumption rate of each ASV.
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Fig. 8. Total fuel consumption of each ASV.



APPENDIX

PARAMETERS OF THE REPLICA MODEL VESSELS

The maneuvering model parameters of the two model
vessels are provided in Table IV.

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR DELFIA 1* AND CYBERSHIP 2a

Parameter Delfia 1* CyberShip 2b

m 3.345 23.80
Iz 0.031 1.760
xg 0.0 0.046
Xu -2.734 -0.7225
Yv -4.60250 -0.8612
Yr 0.79546 -0.1079
Nv 0.50439 0.1052
Nr -0.22243 -1.900
Xu̇ -0.2310 -2.0
Yv̇ -1.334 -10.0
Yṙ 0.0 0.0
Nṙ -0.110 -1.0

a The hydrodynamic derivatives follow the notations in [24];
b Data about CyberShip 2 are from [23].

PARAMETERS OF THE SFC CURVES

I. 1.2 MW diesel engine: a = 3.68 × 107 gr.KWh, b =
4.40× 10−5 gr/KWh2, c = 109.60 gr/KWh.

II. 1.8 MW diesel engine: a = 6.45 × 107 gr.KWh, b =
3.45× 10−5 gr/KWh2, c = 96.21 gr/KWh.

III. 2.72 MW diesel engine: a = 6.23× 107 gr.KWh, b =
7.58× 10−6 gr/KWh2, c = 147.1 gr/KWh.

IV. 2.04 MW diesel engine: a = 4.67× 107 gr.KWh, b =
1.01× 10−5 gr/KWh2, c = 147.1 gr/KWh.

V. 1.76 MW diesel engine: a = 6.30× 107 gr.KWh, b =
3.42× 10−5 gr/KWh2, c = 98.23 gr/KWh.
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